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Background You already have your own range of 
existing products and your own design team and 
production.
Maybe you are already exporting to North America or 
Europe, you want to enter one of these specific 
markets or sell better. 

Your team needs to nail and to learn deeper a product 
typology within a style.

What ultimately defines that specific typology of 
product?

How it is designed, the history behind, proportions, 
materials, what is the ultimate characteristic of a chair 
in this specific style? Bamboo and rattan French Chair, 
Thonet chair, Bistro chair, plastic foldable Italian chair, 
rattan and wooden Tuscany chair, Scandinavian 
reclining chair...whatever you need to dig deeper, 
we´ll dig it out for you.

If you can see it, you can be it!
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What You will receive up to five boards 
documenting a detailed description of the 
item you want to get to know. 

How We search the market and provide you 
with an Identikit  board of exiting products, 
meaningful examples of the style you want to 
recreate. A description of the proportions. Of 
the materials. History. Curiosity. All 
references to similar products in the market, 
from price to material, colour availability, 
history and curiosity and one mood board.

Value You and your team will be given tools 
for the year to come to nail what the market 
needs. You will be working more focused and 
with clear directions, more creatively. The 
revenues will increase and you can compete 
internationally with your own design
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Why us We work in a very agile and efficient 
way with professionals with top competence 
in the sector. Briefing, debriefing, project 
management, business intelligence all come 
on top of the turn key project you are buying 
from us.
The team is made of seasoned professionals 
who have a track record of brining products 
to the market.

LuciA Arrigucci has been working for over 20 
years within productization with start-up, 
scale-up and established firms.
Read more in her articles.

Example: we identified 
your offer needs an Italian 
style chair, high price, 
inspired by steam-curved 
No.14 Thone but 
upholstered for longer 
sitting at the table.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/luciaarrigucci/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/product-range-development-base-growth-lucia-arrigucci/


We support start-ups, scale-ups and established firms 
to make an idea, a service or an item

into a product that can be sold
with our competence and global network

of experienced partners.

No-nonsense approach guaranteed.
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